Abstract. Robust object tracking is required by many vision applications, and it will be useful for the motion analysis of moving object if we can not only track the object, but also make clear the corresponding relation of each part between consecutive frames. For this purpose, we propose a new method for moving object extraction and tracking based on the exclusive block matching. We build a cost matrix consisting of the similarities between the current frame's and the previous frame's blocks and obtain the corresponding relation by solving one-to-one matching as linear assignment problem. In addition, we can track the trajectory of occluded blocks by dealing with multi-frames simultaneously.
Introduction
Tracking objects is an omnipresent elementary task in online and offline imagebased applications including traffic surveillance, motion capture, robot vision, etc. After years of researches, many efficient methods have been proposed. However, in order to achieve accurate motion analysis of moving object, it is necessary to obtain the corresponding relation of each part between consecutive frames. Background subtraction [1] , which is one of the commonly used techniques for moving object extraction, can not provide the corresponding relation of each part. Mean-Shift [2] and Particle Filter [3] [4] which are very popular for object tracking in present research do not obtain it in detail.
On the other hand, optical flow methods estimate pixel motion between two frames. It can obtain the corresponding relations on level of pixel by optical flow method such as Block Matching method, Horn-Schunck [7] method and LucasKanade [8] method. However, aperture problem which is existing in optical flow estimation can give rise to a problem that many blocks match same or neighboring postion in a area covered with uniform color. This problem causes error matching. Moreover, it is impossible to extract feature points in such area that intensity changes smoothly by Lucas-Kanade method.
In order to avoid the situation that destinations of matched blocks are too close or overlap, we assume block matches in such a way that destinations are mutually exclusive and propose a method to obtain the optimal matching using linear assignment. Different from the algorithms base on the graph matching [5] The static part is background Fig. 1 . Spatio-temporal tracking our method simply performs block matching which does not require the graph structures of moving objects. Moreover, compared with the feature of nodes and edges of graph, the features of small blocks shows higher robustness under some situations such as view point change caused by object motion and illumination change. The proposed method aims to achieve spatio-temporal continual object tracking even in the case of occlussion or shape change which is shown in Fig. 1 .
Exclusive Block Matching

The Matching between Current Frame and Previous Frame
This section describes the basic method of block matching. Firstly, we scan the input images by block to convert the images into 1 dimensional data. If we assume that the block size is n × n pixels, the width and the height of the image are w and h, respectively, the number of blocks N is given by the equation N =w/n × h/n as shown in Fig. 2 . We build an N × N array consisting of the similarities (actually difference measure or distance) between the current frame's (Curr) and the previous frame's (Prev) blocks. It is required to perform all Curr blocks by assigning exactly one Prev block to each Curr block in such a way that the total cost of the assignment is minimized. Then this problem could be solved as a linear assignment problem. However, it is impossible to archive the one-to-one assigning as long as the object moves in the scene. This is caused by various situations involving hiddenness and reappearance of background, occlusion, creation and vanishment of moving object. Therefore, this problem can not be simply solved as a linear assignment problem. In order to solve this problem, we expand the basic matrix by adding 2 rows and 2 columns as shown in Fig. 3 . The columns correspond to appearance of background and creation of blocks and the rows correspond to hiddenness of background and vanishment of blocks. We calculated the distances between current block and prevous blocks to decide which column's block is the best match.
If the distance between current frame's block and background's block is closer than the distance between current frame's and the previous frame's block, this block is matched with the Bg column. If neither previous frame nor Bg column can be matched, this block is matched with the Create column. In the same way, the blocks of previous frame which match neither the current frame's nor the Bg's blocks are matched with the Vanish row. This matching problem becomes the following linear programming problem.
: distance between the current frame's blocks i and the previous frame's blocks j. dist{Curr i , Bg j } : distance between the current frame's blocks i and the background's blocks j. dist{Bg i , P rev j } : distance between the background's blocks i and the previous frame's blocks j. penalty f or creating : fixed value chosen when there is no block similar with it. If this value is chosen, this block is regarded as creating of new block. penalty f or vanishing : fixed value chosen when there is no block similar with it. If this value is chosen, this block is regarded as vanishing of block or occlusion.
The part which consists of the N × N array is an exclusive assignment problem. However, the part which is composed of the Bg row, Bg column, Create row and Vanish column is a partial assignment problem which is likely to be solved out with plural choices. There is no guarantee that such a problem can be solved out in a short time. For this reasaon, we ignore Bg and Vanish row to convert it to the linear assignment problem which is shown in Fig. 4 . Only the diagonal elements can be selected in the part of Bg and Create. Since every row is assigned to exactly one column, only N columns are selected. Although the Bg and Vanish row are taken out, the blocks in previous frame which do not match with the blocks in the current frame (shown by in Fig. 4 ) are regard as matched with Bg or Vanish.
Multi-frame Expanding
Although we can discern the movement of each block by matching between current frame's and previous frame's blocks, it is still impossible to discern some situations just like occlusion and reappearance. So we expand the matrix again by dealing with plural previous frames, as shown in Fig. 5 . For example, block A in the current frame is matched with it in the frame at the moment t-3. The block A is regarded as occluded at the moment t-1 and t-2. The value in ( ) denotes the time of the frame.
Similarity Measure
Beacuse the capability of matching is depend heavily on the calculation method of similarity, it is necessary to choose an appropriate measure. Through comparison of various experimental results, we adopt the Bhattacharyya coeffcient [3] defining a distance on HSV histograms to measure the similarity between 2 blocks. The mathematical formulation of this measure is given by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), where p and q represent 2 normalized HSV histogram.
(1)
The HSV histogram is composed of m = N h N s + N v bins and we set N h , N s , and N v to 10. So the m becomes 110 [3] . 
Enhance Robustness for Real Data
In this section we describe our proposed method to enhance robustness for real data.
Improvement of Similarity Measure
Due to noises, changed illumination environment and the small size of block, a small perturbation of RGB values will cause Bhattacharyya distance great change. As shown in Fig. 6 , we calculate a convolution with Gaussian function the mean of which is 0 to smooth the S and V histogram. Considering H is invariant with respect to brightness variations, we do not perform the smooth processing on H. The histogram must be normalized after convolution processing. In addition, we can add some other feature quantities with invariance property in changed illumination environment to improve the robustness under some of the situations such as shadows. Here we use one of the texture features which is statistically represented as variance of color histogram. Moreover, there is a contradiction between the precision in similarity calculation and the size of blocks. The smaller the block size is, the higher resolution which means more image details of moving object we can get. However, the less pixels each block contains, the lower the precision in similarity calculation becomes. In other words, the amount of blocks with same color information becomes higher. In order to solve this problem in some extent, when we calculate the HSV histogram of a block, not only do we calculate the color information of this block, but also calculate the sum of color informations of the 8 blocks around it for addition. In this method, the HSV histogram will be calculated repeatedly for overlapping blocks.
Restriction of Block State Transition
In our system, each block corresponds to a situation such as moving object, static object, background, etc. We thus consider the state transition of blocks. In section 2.3, a block can become arbitrary state according to the optimal assignment. However, as shown in Fig. 7 state of block changes under some rules. Firstly, states of all blocks are set to Bg (background) by initialization. Now we focus on the state of one block. As the block changes under assignment, if the distance from background is bigger than a pre-assigned threshold, this block's state will be set to Create which means the block belongs to an object. When it is matched with the next frame, if the block moves to another position, the state will be classified as MovObj (moving object). If it is matched with the block which is on the same position, the state is classified as SttObj (static object). Under condition that none of the blocks in the scene are matched with it, the state is set to Occ (occlusion). So long as it can not be matched with MovObj or SttObj again within a pre-assigned number of frames, it is classified as Vanish. Besides, the blocks which are matched with background are classified as Bg. Finally, if the block does not belong to object and matched with the block on same position, it will be classified as SttBg (Static background). Figure  8 shows the diagram of allowed block state transition.
Shape Preserving
Through the proposed method gives the exactly optimal matching, the proper flows what humans see can not always be calculated. It is impossible to track moving object accurately only using color information such as RGB values and HSV histogram. In the Horn-Schunck optical flow calculation method [7] , it is assumed that motion vector changes smoothly almost everywhere in a scene. Unfortunally, it is impossible to transform this assumption to the linear assignment problem. We thus assume that the shape of object does not change abruptly and adjust the matching cost matrix. We obtain the mean vector from the initial matching result, then perform matching again with adding a penalty value to each block according to its distance from the mean vector, as shown in Fig. 9. 
Experimental Results
Comparison with Optical Flow Methods
In order to prove the validity of our method, we show the experimental results of CG generated data at first. Two boxes move parallelly and occlusion occurs at the moment of frames 4 and 5. Figure 10 shows the experimental results of our method and 3 kinds of optical flow methods. The optical fow is calculated by OpenCV library [9] . We adjust the values and the numbers of parameters of optical flow methods to obtain the best results we can get. In the experimental results, red line represents the block which matchs with block in previous frame (t-1). Yellow line represents the block matchs with a block in frame (t-2). The green and blue line represent blocks which are matched with a blocks in frame (t-3) and (t-4), respectively. Experiment result indicates that the traditional optical flow methods induce unnatural flows because of pushing and entering of background. On the other hand, our proposed method avoid well this problem, and obtained flows are almost parallel.
Magnification and Rotation
Although we assume blocks match exclusively, our method considering vanishing and creating is applicable for magnification and rotation as well. Figure 11 shows the experimental results of CG data. Accurate tracking was almost realized. As the boundaries of blocks change, the similarities between some blocks in current frame and in frame (t-2) become higher than them between blocks in current frame and previous frame (t-1). This causes the error matching represented as yellow flows which appear when occlusion does not occur.
CG Data with Occlusion
The next example shown in Fig. 12(a) is the trajectory of two boxes under occlusion in spatio-temporal space. We use the same data which was used in Fig. 10 . The excellent result shows that the continuous tracking is not interrupted even under occlusion. In addition, flows are almost parallel that means the corresponding relation of each part between consecutive frames is obtained accurately.
Real Data
Finally, Fig. 12(b) gives a result of real data with occlusion. Tracking fails after occlusion, flows of blocks on the parts of clothes of which color is very similar 
Linear Assignment Algorithm and Execution Time
In our experiment, we adopted the Munkres assignment algorithm[10] which is one of the implementations of Hungarian method to solve the linear assignment problem. We also adopted sparse-matrix calculation to improve the processing speed. In addtion, the restriction of state transition aviod a great many unnecessary calculations and greatly improve the processing speed. The image sequences are processed with a Core 2 Duo 3.00 GHz PC under Window XP. The image size is 320 × 240 pixels and the block size is 8 × 8 pixels. The running time increases with the amount of flows. It is about 0.2sec ∼ 3sec (averagely 1sec) per frame. For example, the average processing time of Bhattacharyya calculation and linear assignment for the scenes which are shown in Fig. 13 are 0.38sec and 0.47sec,respectively. The linear assignment is repeaded twice for the shape preserving. This speed is not enough to realize real time processing. However, it is possible to greatly improve the processing speed by various approximate calculations of linear assignment [11] or using hardware to solve it. 
Conclusions
This paper has proposed a new method for moving object extraction and tracking based on exclusive block matching. This method has been successfully used to track moving object even in the case of occlusion and provides the corresponding relation of each part between consecutive frames. The assumption that block matches exclusively has improved the error matching caused by aperture problem. But it can not avoid it thoroughly when the colors of blocks are same or very similar. We, therefore, can make clear that tracking is limited if we merely use color information to calculate similarity. Our future work should focus on improving the approach considering shape similarity and connectivity in consecutive blocks.
